
Kirill Shevtsov
Front-End Developer

Personal Info

Kharkiv, Ukraine

kirwork.em@gmail.com

+38 (068) 447 90 24

LinkedIn

GitHub

Telegram

Personal portfolio site

Technical skills

HTML

CSS/Sass

JavaScript (ES5, ES6)

React

Redux

SVG

GIT

NodeJs/NPM

Webpack

$$ __~~ Linux Command line

Photoshop/Illustrator

Languages

English - intermediate

Russian - native

Ukrainian - native

I came to web development about three years ago. During this time, I studied by
myself basic Web technologies - HTML, CSS, JavaScript. Also, I completed
several freelance projects.

Currently, I also continue to engage in self-education - I study various
approaches to web development and try them in practice. I'm writing my own
projects. I'm interested in everything related to UX / UI, performance,
accessibility, design.

Experience

2017 -
present

Freelancer. Front-end developer
What am I doing:

2001 -
2016

Sales manager (The job which not related to
vacancy)
What I was doing:

Education

1999 -
2003

Courses

2016 -
2018

Codecademy

UDACITY

Hexlet.io

freeCodeCamp

HTML Academy

I make HTML and CSS adaptively and semantically to make
the site look pretty;

I write interfaces on React;

I use Redux as the single source of truth;

Sometimes I can and in design (if it's not available or it's
necessary to add something quickly);

I write client-side (and more recently, a little server-side)
JavaScript so that the forms were validated and sent and the
data from third-party APIs were received;

I try not to use third-party libraries without urgent need. After
all, we want to get the minimum bundle size, isn't it?

If you still can’t do without a library, then, without false
modesty, I can find the right one for a specific task and, after
reading its documentation, start using it. One recent example
is the Nightmare.js library. Its use in a short time helped
solve customer problems;

I can "fasten" something necessary and useful to an existing
project. I can also dig deeper into the code for error
correction;

I estimate the deadlines for fulfilling tasks and observe them;

I use ESLinter according to Airbnb’s precepts (yes, I read
their March theses on GitHub);

Supplies of industrial electrical equipment

I searched (and quite successfully) for new customers and
suppliers and negotiated with them. Also, I prepared
documentation and participated in tenders.

Specialty - economics and marketing.
Incomplete higher education.

Learn JavaScript.
Learn ReactJS.
Learn Responsive Design.
Make a Website.

Responsive Web Design Fundamentals.

Basics of programming.
JS: preparation for work.
Introduction to web development.

Responsive Web Design.
Javascript Algorithms And Data Structures.
JSON APIs and Ajax.
Front End Libraries.

National Technical University "Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute"
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